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It’s Got To Be Real!! 

     
Sam’s Cloudy Crush 
A fresh, invigorating and palate-pleasing naturally 
cloudy medium cider. 

Devon 4.5% Still Medium 

Sam’s Beautifully Dry 
A full-bodied dry cider with a refined flavour. 

Devon 4.5% Still Dry 

Sam’s Poundhouse Crisp 
Sam's Poundhouse Crisp is a medium cider. It's 
clean, crisp and refreshing. A real thirst quencher. 

Devon 4.5% Sparkling Medium 

Sam’s Medium 
A refreshing, clean and refined medium cider 

Devon 6.0% Still Medium 

Sam’s Autumn Scrumpy Mix 
A medium cider that has wine like characters and is 
bright in colour. It is well balanced on the palate and 
releases a wonderful appley aroma. 

Devon 7.4% Still Medium 

Dartmoor Brewery Wistman’s 
This medium-dry, sparkling cider is packed with 
refreshment, thanks to a carefully balanced 
selection of sweet and sour cider apples from 
Devon. 

Devon 4.8% Sparkling Medium/Dry 

Sandford Orchard’s Devon Red 
A perfectly balanced, refreshing, medium sparkling 
cider named after the rich red soil that gives 
their orchards their distinctive quality. 

Devon 4.5% Sparkling Medium 

Sandford Orchard’s Devon Mist 
A hazy medium sparkling cider, bursting with the 
taste of perfectly ripe apples. 

Devon 4.5% Sparkling Medium 

Sandford Orchard’s The General 
A rich and powerful vintage, improved by aging in a 
100-year-old mighty Oak vat. Here it develops a 
complexity and depth enjoyed by a cultured palate. 
Grown, pressed and produced in Devon. 

Devon 8.4% Still 
 

Medium 

Harry’s Scrummage 
A golden medium cider, with a well-balanced fruity 
flavour. An easy drinking smooth cider that keeps 
you coming back for more. 

Somerset 6.2% Still Medium 

Heck’s Glastonbury Gold 
Made with apples gathered from 
beneath Glastonbury Tor, this cider is golden in 
colour, medium sweet with soft tannins. 

Somerset 6.5% Still Medium//Sweet 

Heck’s Perry 
Produced like a cider but made from Pears, this has a 
fragrant odour with plenty of fruit taste and real 
body. 

Somerset 6.0% Still Dry 
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Dorset Nectar Medium Organic 
Original full juice, still, medium, artisan 
cider. Smooth and reminiscent of marmalade. Made 
with a blend of 11 varieties of cider apples. 

Dorset 5.0% Still Medium 

Celtic Marches Cloudy 
This medium cloudy cider is blended from a variety 
of traditional cider apples. all grown on the family 
farm. This delicious drop has a good depth of flavour 
with a crisp, slightly sweet apple finish. 

Hereford 4.5% Still Medium 

Snail’s Bank Tumbledown 
Dabinett and Michelin apples are blended here to 
present a very interesting Medium Cider. 

Hereford 5.2% Still Medium 

Snail’s Bank Very Perry 
A fruity medium perry with complex yet balanced 
flavour only found in real perry. Made from Stinking 
Bishop perry pears making a top quality perry. 

Hereford 5.0% Still Medium Sweet 

Dudda Tunn’s Perry 
A well balanced perry, with subtle honey notes. 
Produced from super ripe Comice pears.  

Kent 5.5% Still Medium/Sweet 

 
With Concentrate, But Still Tastes Great!!! 

 

 

Flattler Perry 
Still retaining the same fantastic Rattler bite. 
Rattlers cyder blended with pear juice giving a 
refreshing fruity taste and bursting with biting 
refreshment. Medium Sweet. 

Cornwall 6.0% Still Sweet 

Somersby Blackberry 
Intense and refreshing apple cider with a balanced 
fruity blackberry taste. Pleasantly smooth, sweet 
and slightly sour for a very refreshing drink. 

Somerset 4.0% Sparkling Sweet 

Lilley’s Rhubarb 
A crisp Somerset cider and tangy rhubarb to make 
this a real taste sensation. Sweet and full 
of rhubarb flavour with a tart edge. 

Somerset 4.0% Still Sweet 

Lilley’s Bee Sting Perry 
Sweet but incredibly refreshing with a glorious fresh 
tasting pear flavour and a wonderful pear aroma. 

Somerset 6.8% Still Sweet 

Gwynt Y D’Draig Two Tree’s Perry 
A pale, fruity perry with an aroma of fruit and a hint 
of honey on the palate. 

Wales 4.5% Still Medium/Sweet 

Thistly Cross Elderflower 
Blended with fresh elderflowers, its colour is rich, 
golden caramel, with a fruity nose & dry on the 
palate. Refreshing, distinctive & zesty. 

Scotland 3.4% Still Sweet 

 


